PARKWAY PRODUCTS
Bob Park Custom Leather
602.999.3099

hidepounder@gmail.com

“I hope this flyer answers any questions you might have regarding these products,
but if it doesn't, feel free to contact me!”

edge marker

This 15mm applicator is perfect for dyeing edges. Fill
with your favorite spirit, oil or water based dye and
use like a Magic Marker. Replace the cap after use
and it's ready to go for the next project, even if it's
months later. It's fast, easy and eliminates the risk of
accidents with dripping daubers and open dye bottles.
Internal valve controls flow of dye to nib. You'll want
one for each color you use. Nibs are replaceable.
Manufactured in Germany. This is simply the best
edge dye applicator made! $15.00 ea

edge magic
Apply directly to the leather, then
burnish. I like it best when used
with cocobolo burnishers on a
Dremmel, Foredom or the Cobra
Burnisher. It also works very well
when burnishing by hand with
canvas. Apply it to the dry leather
edge with a small wool dauber.
Allow it soak in a little, but burnish
before it dries. As with all solutions I frequently apply
and burnish twice to get the results I'm looking for.
Can be dyed or oiled through. Contains water soluble
waxes. 4oz. $6 ea / 8oz. $12 ea /16oz. $24 ea

canvas mitt
Made of 18oz cotton duck
canvas, this mitt is perfect for
hand burnishing edges by
hand. Especially effective
when burnishing with saddle
soap. Lasts for years! One
size fits all. $10.00 ea

creating western
floral designs
If, like me, you were
standing in the wrong line
when they passed out
drawing skills, then this
book will help! The focus is
on utilizing the unlimited
design elements we all are
familiar with and arranging
them in a balanced and
pleasing tooling pattern. In it's 86 pages, I provide
example illustrations and photos as I describe, step by
step, the method I use for creating new designs. I like
to think of it as a “mechanical approach” pattern
design. In addition, I have included a few sample
patterns, some basic design elements and a gallery
inspiring photos of work by some very talented
friends. I even found a spot to feature a few photos of
my own! $45.00 ea

To order, simply send me an email with the items and quantities you need, including your zip code. I'll
calculate shipping and send you a PayPal invoice. It's not necessary for you to have a PayPal account. PayPal
provides an option for you to pay by credit card. You may also contact me directly and I can take a credit card
over the phone. Quantities are sometimes limited. Call or email for availability.
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hidepounder@gmail.com

